## Faculty Senate Committee Membership 2018—2019

### Executive Committee
- Dan Althoff, *Chair* (A & S)
- Randy Clark, *Chair-Elect* (A & S)
- Steven Emge, *Past Chair* (A & S)
- William Fridley, *Archivist* (EBS)
- Kay Daigle, *Treasurer* (EBS)
- Rhonda Richards, *Recorder* (JMSB)
- Chris Moretti, *Parliamentarian* (A & S)

### Personnel Policies Committee
- William Fridley (EBS), chair
- Rhonda Richards (JMSB)
- Charles Matthews (A & S)
- Karl Frinkle (A & S)
- Patrick Reardon (A & S)
- Kathy Boothe (EBS)

### Budget Committee
- Kay Daigle (EBS), chair
- Dan Althoff* (A & S)
- Randy Clark* (A & S)
- Steven Emge* (A & S)
- Brandon Burnette* (Library)
- Chris Moretti (A & S)
- Patrick Reardon (A & S)
- Karl Frinkle (A & S)
- Han-Sheng Chen (JMSB)

### Committee on Committees
- Randy Clark* (A & S)
- Steven Emge* (A & S)
- Dan Althoff* (A & S)
- Diane Dixon (A & S)
- Stan Alluisi (JMSB)
- Kate Shannon (EBS)
- Charles Matthews (A & S)
- William Fridley (EBS), chair

### Planning Committee
- Diane Dixon (A & S), chair
- Michael Scheuerman (A & S)
- Elisabeth Ponce-Garcia (EBS)
- Kay Daigle (EBS)
- Han-Sheng Chen (JMSB)

### University Affairs Committee
- Josh Nannestad (A & S), chair
- Michael Scheuerman (A & S)
- Rhonda Richards (JMSB)
- Kate Shannon (EBS)
- Stewart Mayers (EBS)

---

*Membership is required by the FS Constitution

---

*Updated on 2-2-2019: Randy Clark replaced Brad Ludrick as Chair-Elect and on the attendant committees; removed Kathy McDonald (resignation) and replaced with Elisabeth Ponce-Garcia; added Stewart Mayers to fill a vacant senate seat

*Updated on 2-22-2019: William Fridley named as chair of the CoC*